TOTAL OF TECH GIFTS

MAGNIFICENT SUM OF OVER SEVEN AND ONE HALF MILLIONS.

Since the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1861, the Institute has been coming steadily into its own. The first gift was that of T. Coleman duPont and this was the sum of $500,000 with which the land for the New Tech was bought. This gift proved to be the turning point and the list of bequests and remembrances in the intervening two years is almost phenomenal, and bears testimony to the high esteem in which Technology and its president, Dr. Macalurin, are held. A list of the gifts is as follows:

T. Coleman duPont, for the land, $500,000.
Massachusetts, for maintenance, Mr. Smith, for educational work, $1,000,000.
Bequest, Mrs. Rogers, unrestricted, $2,000,000.
Bequest, Mr. Green, scholarships, etc., $1,000,000.
C. W. Eaton, for equipment, $500,000.
Pratt Bequest, Naval Arch. School, $100,000.
Anonymous, for buildings, $500,000.
Anonymous, for research, $100,000.
Anonymous, for Engineering Camp, $40,000.

This list totals $7,250,000, and settlement with the bequests with conditions the outlook for New Tech was bought.

LARGEST WRESTLING SQUAD EVER OUT

At present there are one hundred and three freshmen who are taking wrestling in place of the regular gymnastic work. This is probably the greatest number in athletic sport ever had at Tech, and the coach who has seen the new men working out, should form the nucleus of one of the strongest teams Tech has ever developed.

The Secret of Good Batting

is similar to the secret of good business—it happens to some and just misses the others.

If there ever was a commercial home run it's Fatima, the Turkish-blend cigarette. The expert who conceived this blend was some batter! Fatima was first lined out in the college towns—the student body quickly proclaimed them winners. Today Fatima is the biggest selling cigarette in this country.

The secret is—pure, good, choice tobacco—no expense in the package—quality all in the smoke—"Twenty."